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EDITORIAL
OXALIC ACID DEMONSTRATION WITHOUT
BEESUITS!
The photograph on the front of last month’s
WB sparked a bit of controversy.
The first person to contact me was the editor
of the ‘Scottish Beekeeper’ newsletter who
had seen WB via the ebees network.
He wrote to point out that there were three
things wrong with the picture;
 It looks as though it is connected to the
battery when it is not in the hive
 The mask is not on properly, if he has to
use both hands quickly and his mask falls
off he is in trouble
 Why has the roof been removed?
I replied that in the accompanying article on
page 14 it was explained that they were not actually using OA at the time the photo
was taken, just discussing how it was done and that the brood box was empty.
The second person to contact me was a very experienced Warwickshire Branch
member who wrote;
‘I was a bit horrified to see the front cover of WB with someone demonstrating
sublimation of oxalic acid and especially with no gloves and no goggles – yes, I know
this was mentioned in small letters at the end of the article but I didn’t think that was
sufficient.
The method itself is extremely dangerous for the beekeeper and, knowing how
laid-back most beekeepers are about chemicals, I do not think it should be promoted
as a simple alternative. The trickling method works just as well and without most of
the attendant risks. Alright, it requires the colony to be opened at a time of the year
when one would not normally do this, but with organisation it is open for a very short
time and, having used this treatment off and on for a long time, it does not seem to
harm the colonies when done at the right time.’

I would like to reinforce the advice that anyone contemplating using
Oxalic Acid in any form, but especially sublimation should of course,
appraise themselves of the risks involved and methods and
precautions they need to use to keep themselves safe. Oxalic acid
fumes are very toxic and can cause serious injury.
I would also like to point out that articles appearing in WB are not
necessarily the view of either the editor or the Warwickshire
Beekeepers Association
Julia Barclay
Editor
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A MESSAGE FROM THE CHAIR
Mike Blanco
As I mentioned in my last month’s report, the WBKA Trustees met on 27th January
and among other business, discussed a proposition from Tim Foden (Warwick and
Leamington) on the future of the County, particularly in the light that despite our best
endeavours, we had not received any offers to take up the post of Chair and
Secretary. Both these posts are required to be filled to comply with our own rules, and
the post of Hon. Secretary is mandatory to comply with Charity Commission rules.
Failure to appoint these positions at the AGM would result in the failure of the
Warwickshire Beekeepers Association.
Following some detailed discussion, Douglas Nethercleft confirmed his willingness to
stand as Chair for 12 months, and Tim Foden offered to stand as Hon. Secretary,
subject to the proposition (with amendments) being accepted by the AGM. I include
the amended officer schedule for information and completeness, (see opposite)
In WB this month, Douglas has included the proposition which shall be put to the
AGM, and I would very much encourage you to read the detail, and do come to the
AGM on 23rd March to join in with the discussion and vote.
Despite such a sombre note, a significant change in the membership over the last 2
years has been achieved (mostly I am sure by the stalwart efforts of branch
beginners courses and apiary activities). The WBKA now has a membership of 710,
an increase of 90 since 2014.
I look forward to seeing you on 23rd March at the AGM
Thank you

Queen Rearing Workshop - 14th & 15th May
If you have 4 years experience of keeping your own bees and hold the BBKA Basic
Certificate, then this weekend workshop on Queen Rearing may be of interest to you.
The hands on nature of the course means that places are limited to 8 people, the
venue will be Winterbourne House & Gardens, Birmingham and the cost is £50 per
person. Attendees will bring a packed lunch. Coffee and tea will be provided. The
workshop will run from 10am to 4.30pm each day and is intended to provide a route
for experienced beekeepers to improve their skills. Its objectives are to provide
beekeepers with:
 Confidence to enable them to undertake their own queen rearing.
 Knowledge to select a technique suitable for themselves
 Information that can be cascaded down to other local beekeepers.
For more information and to obtain details of how to apply for one of the limited
places please contact you branch education coordinator.

Are you interested in forming a Microscopy Study Group?
If you have attended either the basic or the improvers microscopy course, you may
be interested in joining a microscopy study group. The particular area of interest
would be in improving the practical skills needed for slide preparation. This is
intended to be a stand-alone self-help group but could be used as a possible
preparation for the BBKA microscopy assessment. If interested, please contact Dave
Bonner. dt.bonner@tiscali.co.uk.
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Officer

Incumbent

Nominated

Comment

President

Stan Dolphin

Stan Dolphin

year 5 of 5

President Elect

Peter Spencer

Chair
Past Chair

Mike Blanco

Douglas Nethercleft
Mike Blanco

Hon. Secretary

Mike Blanco (Pro-tem)

Tim Foden

Hon. Treasurer

Jan Willetts

Jan Willetts

BDI Delegate
National Honey Show
Delegates

Douglas Nethercleft
Julian Routh
Douglas Nethercleft,
Bernard Diaper,
Bruce Roberts

Douglas Nethercleft
Julian Routh
Douglas Nethercleft,
Bernard Diaper,
Bruce Roberts

Membership Secretary

Bernard Brown

Bernard Brown

Examination Secretary

Bob Gilbert
Peter Spencer
Peter Spencer

Gill Grimshaw
Peter Spencer
Peter Spencer

John Craddock
Julia Barclay
Douglas Nethercleft

John Craddock
Julia Barclay
Douglas Nethercleft

Bernard Diaper,
Maurice West

Bernard Diaper,
Maurice West

Other Positions
BBKA Delegate

Gift Aid Coordinator
Spray Liaison Officer
Honey Show Secretary
WB Editor
County Lecture
Organiser
Custodian Trustees

Train the Trainer – 2nd April 2016 – Morning only
This is a FREE half day workshop intended to iron out wrinkles and improve the bee
handling abilities of those who undertake live bee demonstrations or teaching
sessions to the general public or new beekeepers. It will take place at BBKA
Stoneleigh and the morning will start with a presentation by Celia Davis followed by
practical sessions, where all attendees will get the opportunity to open up a bee hive
and practice what is being taught.
The workshop is limited to 24 attendees who will split into groups of 4 for the
practical sessions.
If you wish to attend please give your name to your branch education coordinator;
Birmingham & District
Noel Parker.
Coventry
Dave Bonner
Nuneaton & Atherstone
Linda Tiffin.
Rugby
Samantha Peckett
Shipston
Douglas Nethercleft / David Blower
Solihull
Celia Davis
Sutton Coldfield and
North Birmingham
Richard Barron
Warwick & Leamington
Julia Smith / Mary Pemberton
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Dear Fellow County Member
Two years ago the County (and all eight Warwickshire Branches) very nearly died by
virtue of the fact that to remain a charity an organisation must have a Chair, Secretary
and Treasurer in post and Trustees to ensure that the stated charitable objects are
met. Dissolution has the serious consequence of County and Branch assets being
seized and re-distributed to one or more other organisations with similar objectives by
the Charities Commission. At the eleventh hour, indeed at the 2014 AGM itself, a
volunteer was found to take on the then vacant post of Secretary. Twelve months
later at the 2015 AGM another volunteer took on the role but subsequently resigned
prior to the end of her office. No one else volunteering, the current Chair, Mike
Blanco, combined that role with his own pending the forthcoming 2016 AGM on 23 rd
March when he steps down from office.
The role of the County as a charity is not immediately visible or apparently relevant to
your average Branch member but it is important nevertheless. By virtue of being an
Area Association affiliated to the BBKA the County can cascade down to individual
Branch members third party and hive product liability insurance as well as cover for
informed ‘advice’ given to members of the public. Because the County is a charity in
its own right, Gift Aid on members’ subscriptions is reclaimable and this money is
handed down to the Branches. In the event of an incidence of foul brood requiring
that a beekeeper’s hives be destroyed, compensation can be sought from the Bee
Disease Insurance (BDI) scheme supported by the County.
The Education
Co-ordinators’ group comprising a representative from each Branch undertakes to
support, and supply where required, training at all levels. The County Honey Show
gives participants the opportunity to compete at a higher level and the Warwickshire
Beekeeper monthly newsletter is there to educate and inform.
Should a Branch decide to ‘go it alone’ as a charity in its own right or a beekeeper
take out individual membership direct with the BBKA, the aforementioned benefits
either disappear or have to be negotiated with outside bodies from scratch. My belief
is that the existence of the County Association which first came into being in 1879 is
well worth preserving. To this end, with no other candidate putting himself / herself
forward to act as Chair and, by so doing, ‘save’ the County from immediate
dissolution, I have volunteered to take on this role for the next twelve months if
elected at the AGM – but subject to certain conditions.
I have been promised help from Mike Blanco (Solihull) as Past Chair and am
delighted that Jan Willetts (Birmingham) is putting herself forward for re-election as
Treasurer. I also have the support of Tim Foden (Warwick & Leamington) who is
volunteering to take on the role of Secretary – a critical appointment in terms of
potential County demise should this post too, not be filled at the AGM. Tim, in his
support for the County, has variously put forward suggestions from time to time for
effective governance and his latest proposal as amended for the meeting was
discussed by the Executive Committee (EC) on 27th January. In essence this
document outlined a way forward whereby a smaller EC concentrated on core
services and fulfilling our charitable objectives, with less oversight of other activities,
albeit desirable, that are currently well managed by very capable volunteers – the WB
and County Honey Show being cases in point. I felt able to put my name forward as
Chair given the streamlining above was agreed to in principle by the Committee and
in actuality by members at the AGM.
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Currently the EC comprises the Officers and two nominated representatives /
Trustees from each Branch – some two dozen souls plus observers / invitees from
peripheral areas of activity. Far too many potential attendees for a manageable /
constructive meeting!
The manner of governance of the County Association and the composition of the EC
is set out in the Warwickshire BKA Rules. The Rules as a whole need to be
addressed to ensure that the EC’s focus is on the charitable objects and core
activities of the County. Two current Trustees, Julian Routh & Bernard Diaper (both
having served in all manner of capacities from Branch to National level) have kindly
said that they will help with this, but in order to achieve the EC’s stated objective of
streamlining decision making in the immediate future, and indeed, to get me to
confirm that I will take on the post of Chair for the next twelve months, there are
changes that need to be agreed at the forthcoming AGM – namely a reduction in the
number needing to attend future meetings. I am already regretting that I have relaxed
my initial stipulations that the position of Chair be rotated around the Branches in
turn; that each Branch provide one Trustee rather than two; that there should be a
Chair Elect named and voted in to relieve me in twelve months time – all before I
would commit to taking on the role.
At the County AGM on Wednesday 23rd March it is proposed to make a change to
Rule 5a so as to reduce the County Executive Committee from 23 to 14. Albeit each
branch still nominates two representatives, only one need attend meetings.
Rule 5a currently reads:
“The Business of the Association shall be conducted by the Trustees of the
Association who are the Executive Committee consisting of Chairman, Honorary
Secretary, Honorary Treasurer (referred to herein as the Executive Officers) together
with the President, the immediate past Chairman (during the first year of office of the
current Chairman), the Chairman-elect (during the second year of office of the current
Chairman) and two accredited representatives from each Branch.”
Proposed:
“The Business of the Association shall be conducted by the Trustees of the
Association who are the Executive Committee consisting of Chairman, Honorary
Secretary, Honorary Treasurer (referred to herein as the Executive Officers) together
with the President, the immediate past Chairman, the Chairman-elect and one
accredited representative (Trustee) from each Branch, who will normally be the
principal representative. However, in the absence of the principal representative, the
alternative representative should attend. There may be circumstances in which both
the principal and alternative representative wish to attend, and where this is the case,
only one representative may vote.
Consequent on the above proposition being passed, there are four other rules that
need to be amended concerning tenure of office, quorums, voting and nomination of
Branch representatives;
The above proposal(s) which will have their detractors, will be put to the vote by those
attending the AGM and if passed, will need to be ratified in due course by the
Charities Commission who should not be too concerned given that we still have
Trustee oversight and have not changed our charitable objects, namely:
To promote and further the craft of beekeeping and also to advance the education of
the public in the importance of bees in the environment.
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I urge all members to attend the County AGM at 7.00 for 7.30pm on Wednesday 23 rd
March 2016 at the NBC, Stoneleigh Park to support the above and any measures that
may otherwise be proposed to streamline and ensure the continued existence of
Warwickshire BKA.

Douglas Nethercleft
Post Script
Anthony Rawlings in his History of the WBKA records that there were “The Officers
plus twenty six others” at the inaugural meeting but “a sensible decision was taken to
form a sub-committee of eight to transact the detailed business of the Association”.
For “detailed” read “core”. It is of note that from 1883 there was a salaried Assistant
Secretary whose remuneration is recorded as being £6 per annum in 1885 – perhaps
£800pa today.

COMB
Part 2 by John Chambers
Comb construction by a swarm
A typical swarm might contain 12,500
worker bees [10], each of which will
contain about 35mg of 65% sugar
solution [11]. Therefore, the total mass
of sugar carried by a swarm is in the
region of 275g, about enough to
produce 4% of the comb required in a
new nest [5]. It is quite typical for
swarming worker bees to be actively
secreting wax when they leave the
parent colony, as evidenced by the
layer of wax that is often found on the
temporary cluster site when a swarm is
collected. Up to 70% of all worker bees
under the age of 10-days leave with the
primary swarm and these will have
well-developed wax glands. However, in
a swarm situation, even worker bees up
to 30 days old can have fully-functioning
wax glands [12].
Perhaps only 25% swarms survive to
the following spring in the wild [5]. To
achieve this, they need to make the
nest habitable, store about 20kg honey
and overwinter with sufficient young
worker bees. Due to the energy
requirements, they will not expend more
energy on comb construction than
necessary. As soon as they arrive at the
new nest site, they urgently start the

process of comb construction, which is
needed for storage of honey (their
insurance against starvation) and the
rearing of new workers. No new workers
will join the colony until 21 days after
the first egg is laid. The average life of a
worker bee during late spring and
summer is only about 42 days – hence
the need for a preponderance of
younger bees in the swarm.
The first task is for worker bees to gnaw
back the walls of the cavity to solid
material that can hold the weight of fully
-laden comb [5]. Then all but the forager
bees hang together in tight chains at the
top of the cavity to generate sufficient
wa rm th f or t he sec retio n an d
manipulation of wax as described in an
earlier section. It takes about 4 minutes
to bring each wax flake to the right
plasticity and consistency. It is then
added to a wax ridge at one of the
several construction sites along the roof
(and later the walls) of the nest required
for each piece of comb. When a ridge
line becomes long enough, the
cell-sculpting process begins. Many
workers construct these very precise
structures in an apparently random
manner, often switching between sites
and tasks in the process. Eventually,
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 Worker brood is laid as readily in new

each section of comb joins seamlessly
together.
A new colony only builds about 90% of
the comb that it will require when fully
established and it completes this task
within 45 days of nest colonisation [13].
Further comb is added in pulses when
there is a nectar flow and when
necessity dictates.

comb as in old comb. However, comb
that has previously been used for food
storage is less acceptable.
 Honey and pollen is preferentially
stored in worker comb that has
previously been used for brood rearing
rather than freshly-drawn comb.
 It is highly unusual for pollen to be
stored in drone comb, and bees also
have a disinclination to store honey in
it.
This pattern of cell use helps to
maintain the worker brood area in the
newest cells at the bottom of wild
combs. It also minimises the need to
make new drone cells each year.

Regulation of drone comb
construction
The number of drones produced by any
colony is determined by its size, the
amount of drone comb available, and
whether it is an overwintered colony, a
prime swarm or an afterswarm.
A prime swarm only starts constructing
drone comb after it has been
established in the new nest for about 22
days [14]. About 42 days later it, will
have built about 90% of its first season’s
requirement. W hilst drone comb
typically accounts for about 8% of all
comb constructed by that stage, this
proportion is directly related to the size
of the swarm. Comb of up to 35% drone
brood composition has been reported in
the new nest of a prime swarm. In
contrast, small swarms, late swarms
and afterswarms might not invest in the
manufacture of any drone comb until
they have survived their first winter.
Once a wild colony has overwintered
and fully established, it will adjust its
comb so that about 15% of it is drone
comb. Any need for extra drone comb
manufacture is typically addressed at
some point between April and July [15,
16]. The presence of a queen bee or an
occupied queen cell stimulates its
production. However, it has been shown
under experimental conditions that the
amount on new drone comb made is
limited by the amount already present
[16].

References:
[5] Seeley TD. Honeybee Ecology. Princeton
University Press; 1985.
[10] Fell RD, Ambrose JD, Burgett DM,
DeJong D, Morse RA, D ST. Seasonal cycle
of swarming in honeybees (Apis mellifera L.).
Journal of Apicultural Research. 1977;16:170
–173.
[11] Combs GF. The engorgement of
swarming worker honeybees. Journal of
Apicultural Research. 1972;11:121–128.
[12] Turrell M. An investigation of the factors
influencing the development of the wax
glands in the honey bee, Apis mellifera.
Entomology Department, Cornell University;
1972.
[13] Lee PC, Winston ML. The effect of
swarm size and date of issue on comb
construction in newly founded colonies of
honey bees (Apis mellifera L.). Canadian
Journal of Zoology. 1985;63:524–527.
[14] Lee P, Winston M. The effect of swarm
size and date of issue on comb construction
in newly founded colonies of honeybees
(Apis mellifera L.). Canadian Journal of
Zoology. 1985;63(3):524–527.
[15] Free JB. The Production of Drone Comb
by Honeybee Colonies. Journal of Apicultural
Research. 1967;6(1):29–36.
[16] Free J, Williams I. Factors determining
the rearing and rejection of drones by the
honeybee colony. Animal Behaviour.
1975;23:670–675.
[17] Free J. The social organization of honey
Bees. Northern Bee Books; 1993.

The sequential use of comb cells in
the wild colony
A series of experiments [17] established
that:
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A ROSE BY ANY OTHER NAME
Celia F Davis
This month another big family of plants with some important bee plants as well as the
national flower of England and a group of plants that epitomise the English country
garden as well as that same garden when it becomes completely neglected: the
Rosaceae. The range of plant types in this family is huge: trees, shrubs, climbers,
low-growing annuals and perennials, some of great economic importance, others
regarded as weeds. The flowers are symmetrical in appearance (actinomorphic) and
generally have 5 sepals and 5 petals with numerous stamens, and these parts are
usually carried above the ovary.
The roses we grow in our gardens,
though undoubtedly beautiful, are of
little use to bees of any kind as they
tend to carry double flowers which
contain no nectar and may not even
contain pollen. Even the single roses,
which allow bees access do not contain
useful nectar but produce pollen in
copious amounts. So the wild roses of
the hedgerow and single cultivated
varieties are useful.

Honey bee gathering pollen on a rose in
Norfolk

Apple (Malus pumila)
Apart from the rose itself the most familiar member of the family is probably the apple,
and bees are vitally important as pollinators of apple crops, as the individual tree
needs pollen from a tree of a different variety in order to set fruit. In commercial apple
orchards a proportion of a different variety called a ‘pollenizer’ is planted along with
the variety being grown to ensure that pollen is
available for cross-pollination. Sufficient bees are
needed to do the job effectively, usually between 2
and 3 colonies per hectare. Other bees such as
many solitaries and bumble bees, also use apple as
a source of pollen and nectar but, within commercial
orchards, there may not be sufficient wild bees,
hence the need to transport honey bee colonies to
them. In a garden setting neighbours’ trees usually
provide the essential pollen and it is not so important
to consider varieties.
Varieties of crab apple (M sylvestris), provided that
the flowers are single, are just as attractive to bees
as the fruit trees. The apple flower is typical of the
family.
Blackberry (Rubus fruticosus) and Raspberry
(Rubus idaeus)
Section through an apple flower What an important plant blackberry is. There are
(stamens removed) to show the more than 300 varieties of wild blackberry in the UK
ovary, below the flower parts
and flowering extends from June through until
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October. They are deep-rooted plants, as any
Honey bee on bramble
gardener will tell you, so that drought rarely
affects their ability to produce nectar and they
are totally unfussy as to soil, growing just about
anywhere. All nectar and pollen feeding insects
seem to love them and bees are no exception.
We grow two cultivated thornless varieties in our
garden: Helen and Oregon Thornless which
flower at different times and produce pounds of
fruit each year. My bees love them.
Raspberry is very similar in many ways to
blackberry and honey bees can collect a lot of
nectar from it. Pollination, however, seems to be more efficiently achieved by
bumblebees. Because raspberry flowers hang down the nectar inside them is less
affected by rain than erect flowers such as apple.
Hawthorn (Crataegus monogyna)
This is the normal species of Hawthorn, but there is a second species, which,
although not common, can be found if hunted for. This is C. laevigata. For all
practical purposes they look much the same although they can be easily
distinguished by close inspection of flowers and leaves, and they also form hybrids. It
is a strange plant as far as honey bees are concerned as it seems to be an
intermittent provider of honey. The usual term applied to Hawthorn is ‘fickle’. There is
no clear answer as to why this should be. The honey is beautiful, thick and amber,
with a lovely aroma, but I have only obtained it once in any quantity, despite living in
an area full of Hawthorn trees and hedges.
Other members of the family
Cherries, pear, rowan, strawberry and meadowsweet are a few more examples from
the Rosaceae and there are many others. Meadowsweet often has very pretty pale
green pollen and is rarely an important plant although in some damp areas it can be
very abundant. Strawberry is not very attractive to honey bees but insect pollination
is necessary to produce well-shaped fruits as large numbers of pollen grains are
necessary to produce all the little seeds and, if they are not all pollinated, the fruits
are misshapen. This can happen in other fruits with more than one seed in them.
The Rosaceae is a diverse family which is important both to honey bees and
beekeepers, on a commercial, as well as a small, scale. As long as the fancy double
varieties are avoided, many are very useful for both pollen and nectar.

HAVE YOU VISITED THE WBKA WEBSITE?
www.warwickshirebeekeepers.org.uk
WB is available to read online & in colour!
To access ‘members only’ pages contact your
Branch Secretary for the user name and password
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TOM’S COLUMN
Tim Newcombe
I feel the need to repeat the importance
of checking fondant and stores. Hefting
of course, or a quick visual glimpse of
the fondant without disturbing the bees
too much. The next two months are
dangerous times for our ‘livestock’ as
there often is an insufficient supply for
an expanding colony. Dave Bonner said
recently that our bees should be treated
as well as any livestock. We have a
duty of care to them. Back to the food;
all too often we postpone these checks
because it is too chilly, or windy, or wet.
But worse weather could be around the
corner and the bees could be confined
for very long periods. Cooling them is
not desirable, but starvation has to be
worse. (Tom could elaborate on that
subject). We can congratulate ourselves
on getting them so far through the
winter, so it would be a pity to fail at this
stage.

the owners were impressed and equally
enthusiastic. The original heavy duty
boards hadn’t been touched since the
1870’s. After the empty new comb was
removed it became apparent that there
was another layer of comb beneath a
division of cob and lathe. In effect the
bees had a double brood box, a double
tier. There were already many dead
bees and wasps around the room and
window sills but now the room really
came to life. Board after board was
sawn and levered up to reveal what
turned out to be comb over 5 feet in
depth. The combs were the size of
national brood comb and they were full
of bees and stores, mostly crystallized.
Two patches of sealed and open brood
too. After much hard work with arms
aching from stretching under boards to
remove and inspect comb Tom could
not contain himself when he spotted a
beautiful dark queen on the penultimate
one. He had the presence of mind to
keep his eye on her while rummaging in
pocket after pocket for the queen cage
he had remembered to bring. Success!
So unlikely an outcome when there
were so many dark hiding places. He
laid the cage on top of the nuc with
comb and bees. Tired, overjoyed,
splattered all over with bees and
honey...and hungry...he decided to
adjourn for lunch to the nearest pub.
The rest would now be easy...as much
useful comb, brood and bees as
possible in a hive with the queen kept
safe until the time came to release her
into their new home. The householders
were very impressed.
That’s where I came into the equation.
He needed a full sized brood box,
queen excluder and the rest. Alarm
bells rang when I heard about this new
venture. I recalled this time last year

As for Tom, my good and impetuous
friend, I have a report of his most recent
exploit. As an enthusiastic swarm and
wild colony collector who rarely turns
down a challenge, he invariably gets
himself into very complicated situations.
There is some glory to be had when a
beekeeper arrives to heroically remove
a swarm. The householder assumes
that he or she is a great expert in their
field. But pride cometh before a fall.
Soon enough the truth is revealed. Tom
received a call 3 weeks ago from a
couple near Shipston who were
renovating a large Victorian manor
house. Could he remove a well
established colony beneath the
floorboards of a first floor room? The
bees were entering through an air vent.
A photo had been emailed showing a
very small and unoccupied cluster of
comb, so he took a nuc along just in
case. A circular saw was obtained and
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to learn that, with his thick
glasses and visor obscured by
comb and honey, he had
omitted the other end of the
hair curler cage when he
caught her. We looked high
and low and inspected every
cluster. This took some time.
We carefully placed comb in
the new brood box with a
queen excluder beneath and
proceeded to collect as many
bees from around the room
and transferred the contents of
the nuc, hoping that the queen
was now within. We left the
hive in place until the following day
when we closed it up and removed it to
my apiary.
The colony has since been sublimated
with Oxalic Acid and the bees have
been very active on mild days. Time will
tell us whether the queen is present and
has survived such an ordeal..
The strange thing was that the
householders were still impressed when
we left and have since taken a great
interest in the bees’ welfare.

when a chimney had to be demolished
in search of a wild colony and then
there was ‘the pink foam incident’.
Maybe I can resurrect that next time.
When I arrived Tom had just returned
from the pub. Pieces of comb were piled
a mile high on plastic trays; bees were
all around the room and windows, in
various clusters. There was a board
less floor, dust everywhere, and the
whole resembled a cluttered building
site. What did Tom say? The queen had
escaped? How? Well it was no surprise

COUNTY LECTURE REPORT

Warm Hives
The first of the (hopefully) two 2016
WBKA Annual Lectures was held at the
NBC, Stoneleigh on Saturday 6 th
February and attended by some fifty
members. The presentation given by
Derek and Elaine Mitchell was all about
the benefits that accrue from intrinsically
warm hives which, Derek claimed, were
the exception rather than the rule. As
an engineer he had calculated the Mass
Conductance Ratio (thermal insulation
properties to you and me) of a hollow
tree, various polypropylene hives and a
number of the wooden ‘boxes’ most
commonly used by beekeepers. Mud
and dung covered straw skeps scored

highly but a hollow tree with its, say, six
inch thick ‘walls’ provided the best nest
site for bees on a number of counts:
The nest ‘space’ (ideally 40 litres) was
particularly well insulated and required
relatively little energy expenditure to
keep it at the optimum temperature for
the colony’s activities at any given time
of year;
The thick walls of the nest acted as a
heat sink minimising fluctuations in
internal temperature when compared
with external ambient variations;
There was no condensation inside the
nest because there was no cold surface
on which condensation could occur;
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Feral bees in a hollow tree had less need to cluster than today’s managed bees still
housed in wooden boxes designed in the 1940s to minimise the amount of wood
needed for their construction;
The relative humidity in the nest could be maintained at the 90% level required by
eggs –and a detrimental level for varroa.
With the help of Elaine handling a visually impressive number of bags of sugar and
an assortment of plastic canisters of water, Derek explained that for every 30lbs of
stores, the bees had to drive off some 60 litres of water from the nectar from whence
the honey was derived. In a well insulated nest / hive, this was achieved without the
need for ‘top’ ventilation as espoused by many beekeepers. Elaine, the beekeeper of
the two, used hives made by Derek in 50mm building trade insulation material Celotex / Reticel / Kingspan – this having the closest approximation to the thermal
insulation properties of a tree that they had found. The solid floor of a ‘used’
demonstration model showed no sign of detritus and the ‘boxes’, she claimed, could
easily be cleaned with washing soda solution. Elaine said that she kept an eye on
mite infestation but had not had cause to treat for varroa. She had not lost a colony
going into winter for the last six years and, although honey production was not high
on her agenda, she had always harvested more than enough for family and friends.
Some of the ideas expounded during the presentation were somewhat controversial
and contrary to the practices of many of those present, but all went away with plenty
of food for thought.

Douglas Nethercleft

Recipe of the month - Honey Spheres 1 (Kurore)
Douglas Nethercleft
Ingredients
3 eggs,
Sunflower oil
2 tbsp brandy
Grated rind of 1 lemon
approx 300g plain flour
50g dried fruit
100g ground almonds
500g honey

Method
Beat the eggs with the brandy & lemon rind.
Add the flour as necessary to make a soft mass.
Divide this repeatedly into half and half again until you have 32 pieces.
Flour your hands and roll pieces of the dough into balls.
Fry lightly in the oil and drain / leave to cool on kitchen paper.
Cut the dried fruit into small pieces and mix with the ground almonds and honey in a
small saucepan. Warm on the hob until the mixture binds together.
Add the balls to the honey mixture, turning so that the balls are coated.
Leave for 10 minutes then transfer to a well greased / parchment lined baking tray to
serve.

Acknowledgement: Travels in Blood & Honey – Elizabeth Gowing
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usually is 2 sides of an A4 sheet, but
sometimes rolls over to another page.
I draw a comparison between the
content of the WB and my own
newsletter in that the vast majority of
articles that appear in the WB are from
Warwickshire members. The content of
The Beehive, with a few exceptions, has
been the result of my own observations,
so really I’ve been the reporter.
However, the content must have been
acceptable because I don’t recall any
adverse comment.
One of the worst parts is not actually
writing the content but keeping track of
who is to receive a copy because of the
different grades of membership and
whether they have internet access or
not, but the greatest is the hair tearing
when printing the envelopes and the
mail merge doesn’t behave itself.
When I first volunteered to write I didn’t
know that the newsletter was called The
Beehive, so the first one was entitled
The Sting. This didn’t go down well with
the old order, so I had to revert to the
Status quo. It’s funny that when it’s time
for me to have started a new edition
there’s not much potential content to
hand but strangely enough I manage to
find something to write about and meet
the deadline for posting out when the
copies of the WB arrive. Content is
usually gleaned from newspapers and
gardening magazines.
It’s not all text driven as I can usually
find a photo to insert to enliven the
proceedings.
To give you some idea of what the tone
of the newsletters has been over time
here is a short article from the January
2016 issue:I note that the sales of drones as
presents for Christmas has far
exceeded expectations. But it seems
that the authorities want to them to be
registered. Now I’m quite sure that there
aren’t any drones about because I was
told some years ago that they get
kicked out of the hive in the autumn.

FOR SALE
Good overwintered 5 frame
national nucs £130
Nigel Coad
Leamington
01926 427304
email preferred to:
the-manor@freeuk.com

Nottinghamshire BKA via ebees

Branch News
Birmingham & District
Branch
My experience of being the editor of
The Beehive
This is the newsletter of the Birmingham
& District Beekeepers’ Association
which I have produced every month
from October 2006. My last edition will
be for March 2016 as I shall be stepping
aside for someone new to take over. By
the time you read this the AGM of the
branch will have taken place and
hopefully a new editor will have been
elected.
If you have done the maths, that will be
114 issues of The Beehive which
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and as they can’t feed themselves they
die! So, where are these drones coming
from at this time of the year and if they
are about how are they to be
registered? Like cattle and sheep are
they to have a passport?

 Treasurer – Jean Hobbins
 Membership Secretary – Dave
Bonner

 General resolutions included:
 Joining member details to be
automatically submitted to the
National Bee Unit, rather than the
previous ‘opt out’ scheme.
 Following the resignation of Stuart
Pollard as Apiary Manager it was
determined that this role will be
split into three areas to be led by
the following individuals;
 Maintenance – Graham Hobbins
 Bees & Training – Dave Bonner
 Honey Processing – Mick Hill
Mick Hill was congratulated on a very
good two years as Chair of the branch,
as was Stuart Pollard who completed
something like 11 years as Apiary
Manager at Ryton.
The meeting closed at 20:18 and was
followed by a very interesting talk on
Pre-season Preparation given by Stuart
Pollard. Plenty of items for the attending
members to panic about!
As always, please see our website via
the url given above if you would like any
other information about our branch and
associated events.

John Gale

Coventry & District
Branch
www.covbeebranch.co.uk
Our branch AGM took place at All
Saints Church Hall, Allesley on Monday
16th February. Chairman Mick Hill
introduced the meeting, the main points
being as follows,
 The branch will make a donation of £5
to wards the purchase of a
refractometer by any branch member
on application.
 The predominant item of expenditure
from branch funds over the year was
the cost of the major improvements to
the branch apiary at Ryton.
 Mick Hill gave his Chair’s report,
including an Apiary Report.
 Treasurer, Jean Hobbins, showed that
the branch funds were in good health.
 A motion from Dave Bonner to agree
to raise the branch membership
subscription by £3 if needed was
agreed. However, this action was
mainly to give discretion to the
committee to do so if required. In
previous years it had not proved
necessary.
 Honey Show Secretary, Peter
Barclay, gave his report on the
success of a very good Honey Show
in 2015.
 Election of committee members and
changes included:
 Chair – Mike Priest
 Secretary – Bill Crofts

Bill Crofts

Nuneaton & Atherstone
Branch
The February meeting was our Branch
AGM and the annual review showed
that our finances remain in a healthy
position.
Our honey crop this year has been
smaller than in previous years and all
honey harvested both during this year
and previous ones has now been sold.
Our apiary landlords (Dobbies Garden
Centre) had expressed a great deal of
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encourage pollen rich plants to be
grown and to encourage interested
parties to consider beekeeping as a
rewarding hobby, he hopes to run a
series of monthly reports to highlight
a ‘Beekeepers Year' to the local
community.
The AGM was held on February 18th,
sadly with far fewer members than
anticipated supporting the evening.
However, the outcome of the committee
members stays basically static with a
special thank you to Mike West who has
now stepped down after many years of
supporting and helping the Rugby
Branch. The evening was completed
w i t h a n e xt r e m e l y i n t e r e s t i n g
presentation of medicinal treatment
claims and research from hive produce;
honey, pollen and propolis. A
fascinating tour through the world of
health by General Practitioner Steven
Brown (Chairman Rugby Branch).

satisfaction with the displays we had
manned over the Bank Holiday
weekends. These had created a great
deal of interest from Dobbies’
customers, had contributed significantly
to drawing attention to beekeeping and
were well-supported by club
members. As with many other BBKA
centres, Nuneaton and Atherstone
branch had pledged financial support
towards the BDI initiative to fund research into
varroa-tolerant colonies
and deformed wing virus.
We look forward to another challenging,
yet i nter esting a nd re wardi ng,
forthcoming season.

John Twidle

Rugby Branch
The first meeting started with an
amazing number of members present to
hear Celia Davis present The Roles of
Summer and W inter Bees. As
anticipated nobody was disappointed.
To most members the evening opened
a new variable to be considered; the
importance of the quality and quantity of
the pollen (protein) in our locality
provided by the selection of different
seasonal plants available for both our
winter and summer bee growth. Celia
explained very clearly how critical it is to
have this source of protein - vitellogenin
and discussed its role in maintaining
and possibly protecting our bees. Thus
the message was to encourage your
friends and neighbours to plant pollen
rich plants to provide a delicious variety
of protein for your bees and healthy
pollinators for their plants and fruit trees!
The new beekeeper weekend class is
planned to be delivered at the end of
February with a number of keen starters
expected. We welcome them all.
Steven Brown has recently given an
interview to the local press to report on
the need for gardeners to plant and

Gail Plester

Shipston Branch
There was a change to the format of the
1st Tuesday meeting in February as
David Blower was invited to share his
experiences of working with beekeepers
in Tanzania. He is a project leader with
Bees Abroad: a charity which aims to
alleviate poverty through beekeeping.
We heard how in many areas honey is
still harvested from log hives at the
expense of the bees and how, with
training and using top bar hives, the
Tanzanians can improve the quality of
their honey, increase their yield and
keep their bees. David and his wife are
working with beekeepers in the Miombo
forest of western Tanzania and at a
school for Masai girls avoiding early
marriage, on the edge of the Serengeti.
Over sixty per cent of the population
have to live on $1.20 or less a day so
honey, wax and added value products
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forward to working with him. Many
thanks to Ian and the Committee for the
beautiful “flowers in a box” I was
delighted to receive when the time
came for me to stand down.
After a cuppa and a natter we settled
down again to listen to a short lecture
by Celia Davis in which she highlighted
some mathematical aspects of
beekeeping. I found the graph she did
showing just how quickly varroa mites
reproduce pretty scary but a helpful
reminder that we really can't take our
eyes of this little mite for a moment!
Our last winter meeting is 14th March.
Bob Gilbert is coming along to talk to us
about Microscopy. I have promised him
that there will be plenty of bodies about
to help him carry stuff up the stairs.
Bob is a Master Beekeeper and runs
microscopy courses for the County so
this is a great opportunity to find out
more about handling microscopes. Also
timely, as we have our Nosema Clinic
on 30th April. Details of the clinic are yet
to be finalised but Sarah will bring
polythene bags to the March meeting.
These are to be used to hold bee
samples to be tested. Just to remind
you, samples can be collected a few
days before the clinic. If the weather
isn't suitable to open hives but bees are
flying, by temporarily blocking the
entrance, it is possible to carefully
scoop approximately 30 bees into a
matchbox. Pop them into a freezer to
send them to their eternal rest. Samples
must be fresh but definitely dead. They
should also be clearly labelled with the
name of the beekeeper, hive no., apiary
if applicable and the beekeeper’s email
address so we can easily contact you
with the results. We intend to operate a
“drop and go” collection service for
anyone wishing to have their bees
tested but unable to attend the clinic.

provide a valuable income for food,
school fees and medical fees. Douglas
then updated us on the training plans
for new and existing branch members.
See diary for details.
Our AGM was held two weeks later at
Brailes Village Hall. The evening began
with a natter over cheese and wine
followed by the business of the meeting.
The branch officers for the coming year
are; Chris Paxford as Chairman,
Richard Cheney as Vice Chairman, Phil
Moseley as Treasurer, Fay Moore as
Secretary. Grateful thanks were given to
Christine Boylan who has held the
secretary role for over thirty years.
David Peckham, thrice Chairman, was
warmly thanked for his tireless
contribution. The meeting confirmed the
branch would continue to hold their
annual honey show and members
apiary meetings and in addition a library
would be set up. The Chairman
presented David Blower with his BBKA
Master Beekeeper certificate.
Dave Bonner then spoke on
'Meanderings through the wonderful
world of apiculture'. Dave is a Seasonal
Bee Inspector and shared with us some
of the interesting sights he has
encountered in his work. He
emphasised the importance of
continuous learning in bee husbandry to
improve beekeeping skills. To this end
he introduced us to the devastation
Small Hive Beetles and Asian Hornets
can do to bees and hives and
encouraged us to be vigilant for these
pests.

Margery Blower

Solihull Branch
Following our AGM at the beginning of
February we now have a new
Chairman, Mark Robinson. So a warm
welcome to him and I'm sure we all look
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possible) the BBKA insurance is
essential.
The second point is a modern
phenomenon now that Oxalic Acid
sublimation has been registered as a
treatment for varroa. The feeling of
many experienced beekeepers is that
this method is just too hazardous for the
amateur. If handling Oxalic Acid it has
to be remembered that it is quite a
potent poison in the amounts needed
for the treatment and so all the hazard
warnings need to be read and
understood and all the protective gear
recommended needs to be worn.
On a brighter note our February AGM
was well attended and volunteers came
forward for all the elective posts. The
secretary will be circulating all the
relevant details to members soon.
Our next branch meeting will be on
March 17th when Bob Gilbert will be
discussing bee diseases.

My freezer was used as a temporary
morgue last year and I will be doing the
same this time. I know Celia will do the
same for anyone on her side of the
Borough. Further details will be
available nearer the time.

Theresa Simkin

Sutton Coldfield and
North Birmingham
Branch
In January we welcomed Clive Joyce to
Sutton Coldfield who entertained us with
several pertinent anecdotes past and
present about beekeeping. However,
two incidents stood out;
The first was the importance of the
BBKA third party insurance when a
swarm collection had unintended
consequences and caused a chimney
fire. When collecting swarms (and
anyone keeping bees should also be
prepared to collect swarms wherever

Richard Barron.
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Caveat Emptor
Be aware that WBKA is not
responsible for any goods or
services advertised in WB or on the
website. Anyone purchasing bees
or nuclei should satisfy themselves
that any bees are disease free and
that they are aware of the
provenance of any queens.

Tomlow Bees
For Beekeeping Essentials
Wax, Frames, Feed, Hardware
HONEY EXTRACTING SERVICES
Honey sold in tubs and jars.
David Stott
Thorn Furlong Farm
Stockton
CV47 8HU
01926 813802 Evenings/Weekends
tomlow.bees@virgin.net
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DATES FOR YOUR DIARY
1 Mar

7.30pm

1 Mar
2 Mar

7.30pm

1st Tuesday Meeting
The Gate Inn, Upper Brailes

Shipston

Social Meeting
Park House

Sutton
Coldfield

1st Basic Assessment theory session led by David Shipston
Blower Oxhill Village Hall
BeeTradex at Stoneleigh Park, CV8 2LG

5 Mar

2nd Basic Assessment theory session led by
David Blower Oxhill Village Hall

9 Mar

7.30pm

30
April

Morning Nosema Clinic
Solihull Methodist Church

Shipston
Solihull

14 Mar 7.30pm

Branch Meeting
Microscopy Bob Gilbert

Solihull

15 Mar 7.30pm

Frame and box making workshop
Oxhill Village Hall

Shipston

16 Mar 7.30pm

Branch Meeting
If Heath Robinson were a Beekeeper, Graham
Royle
Friends’ Meeting House, Regent Street, Rugby

Rugby
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DATES FOR YOUR DIARY
17 Mar

Branch Meeting
Preparations for the New Season
Erdington Methodist Centre

Sutton
Coldfield

21 Mar 7.30pm

Branch Meeting
Advanced Swarm Control. Peter Spencer
All Saints Church Hall, Rectory Lane,
Allesley, CV5 9EQ

Coventry

25 Mar 7.30pm

Branch Meeting
The Honeybee Democracy, Justus Klaar
Dame Elizabeth Cadbury Hall, Firbank Close,
Bournville, B30 1UA

Birmingham

2 April

Train the Trainer for members who are already
teaching new beekeepers or would like to do so
(details page 5)
BBKA HQ Stoneleigh, CV8 2LG

5 April

Social Meeting
Park House

Sutton
Coldfield

1st Tuesday Meeting
The Gate Inn, Upper Brailes

Shipston

5 April

7.30pm

9 & 10
April

Spring Convention
Harper Adams University Newport, Salop TF10 8NB

16 & 17
April

Introduction to Beekeeping Course
2 days £50 contact djn0001@aol.com.
The Village Hall, Stretton-on-Fosse GL56 9QX /
The Gate Apiary, Brailes OX15 5AX

Shipston

18 April 7.30pm

Branch Meeting
Bee Venom Allergy & Treatment Jane Heslegrave
(Allergy Clinic Nurse, Heart of England NHS Trust)
All Saints Church Hall, Rectory Lane,
Allesley, CV5 9EQ

Coventry

20 April 7.30pm

Branch Meeting
Small Hive Beetle. Where it is now, Identification &
Treatments Dave Bonner
Friends’ Meeting House, Regent Street, Rugby

Rugby

21 April

Branch Meeting
Varroa Julia Routh
Erdington Methodist Centre

Sutton
Coldfield

As members of the WBKA you are welcome to attend ANY of the
meetings listed on the Diary pages
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